
PRITA LEE LESSON SCHOOL, KAPURTHALA 
GRADE VII

WORKSHEET 1
SUBJECT - MATHEMATICS

NAME………..…..........ROLLNO….…….SEC……….
Topic..... Whole numbers

Multiple Choice Questions
1. Whole number starts from ______

a) 1           b) 0     c) -1         d) 3
2. Natural number starts from ____
     a) 0            b) 1      c) 2         d) -2
3. Choose a Prime number :
     a) 1            b) 2            c) 4         d) 6
4. What will be consecutive integer of -17?
     a) -16         b) 16         c) -18       d) 18
5. What will be correct answer of -21 + (-29) ?
      a) -50        b) -9           c) 9         d) 0
6. Choose correct sign for -231 + 70 +57 ____   -400 + 150+ 80
      a) >           b) <            c) =          d) None 

Fill in the blanks.

7. On number line , to add positive integer ,We move to _____

8. When two negative integers are added we get a ______ integers.

9. – 216 + ______ = 1

10. -10 x ____ = -10 x9x-10





       Prita Lee Lesson School, Kapurthala
                                      Grade - VII

      Subject: Science
                                      Worksheet - 1

Topic - Weather, Climate and Adaptations
1. Give one word answers for the following questions:-

a) Scientists who study the weather called……………….....  
b) Name four elements of weather………………………......
c)  The climate of desert is ………….........and……………..
d) Humidity is measured by an instrument called……………
e) Seals have a thick deposition of fat is called………………

2. True /False
a) The temperature of a place is maximum during the 
afternoon.
b) Sun rays heat more near the equator because they are   
   slanting.
c) Elephant uses its trunk to tear the bark from trees.

            d) Nocturnal animals are animals that come out at night to   
                  look for food.
        3.    Think and answer:-

a) Can the weather be accurately predicted? Give reasons.
Ans…………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………
b) You must have seen dogs panting. Is panting used to cool 
or warm the body?
Ans…………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………..
 c) When do you expect wet clothes to dry faster- in dry 
weather or in humid weather? Why? 
Ans…………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………..
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WORKSHEET 1 (THE ENVIRONMENT)
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I. Fill in the blanks:
1. The solid crust or the hard top layer of the earth is __________. 
2. The domain of water is referred to as _____________.
3. The world of non-living elements are called ____________. 
4. The world of living organisms are called ______________.
5. __________________ is our basic life support system.
6. The place, people, things and nature that surround any living 

organisms is called__________________________. 
7. _______________ is made up of rocks and minerals and covered 

by a thin layer of soil. 
8. The _________ of the earth holds the atmosphere around it. 
9.  ___________ means neighbourhood. 
10. Plants and animal kingdom together makes ___________.
11. The World Environment Day is celebrated on __________.

II. Complete the mind map:

III. Classify the followings as Natural or Physical environment:

1. Pond __________________
2. Library __________________
3. Forest __________________
4. Great Barrier Reef   __________________
5. Swimming pool       __________________
6. Zoo __________________
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1. Rewrite these sentences with the correct punctuation marks against
 (C). Write the types of sentences against (T):
a) The students wanted to go to the museum

C: __________________________________
T: __________________________________

b) Can we visit your patients parents this Saturday
C: __________________________________
T: __________________________________

c) Behave well
C: __________________________________
T: __________________________________

d) What a day it has been
C: __________________________________
T: __________________________________

e) What an excellent idea
C: __________________________________
T: __________________________________

f) We are so excited about going to the museum
C: __________________________________
T: __________________________________

2. Make commands or requests by rearranging these words.
a. attempt/ nine/ questions/ any / twelve/ of/ out

_____________________________________________
b. both/ on/ write/ paper/ of/ sides/ the

_____________________________________________
c. availability/ your/ confirm/ the/ for/ meeting/ kindly

_____________________________________________
d. surroundings/ your/ clean/ keep

_____________________________________________
e. assignment/ your/ holidays/ the/ before/ fresh

_____________________________________________
f. use/ do/plastic/ not/ bags

_____________________________________________


